Dividing Israel – Dividing America

Dear Friends,

the Issue of dividing Israel as a solution for peace is a very dangerous endeavor! The Bible warns clearly to do so, because God said clearly, I will bless those who bless you (Israel) and curse those who curse you! Taking part in dividing Israel will place consequences on every nation who will participate in a measure that most probably nobody can even imagine!

Many years ago, the Lord showed my wife Charle’ a Vision, where America was divided from bottom to the top and it was physical, and a consequence and warning, if you participate to divide Israel, that’s what I will do to you!

But we need to understand, it is not “just” about the physical division of the land, imagine how many nuclear plants may blow up if this happens!

And something else, if they (the Elite decide) to divide Israel in order to implement this, they would need foreign troops to do so, and this in turn will be like the invitation by each nation who participate, we want to be invaded and devastated.

Personally I would not be surprised, that this would then lead up to the so called War of Gog and Magog, also known as the 6th Trumpet war, may question to you, are we ready for this, there is not much time to prepare for, because this war will be absolutely huge, almost like the great flood, with the difference, its not going to be through
water, but through war, devastation and in many areas through nuclear devastation!

Do you understand now why this Issue is so important and we better draw near to the Lord and ask Him for understanding and His leading to prepare on whatever level this may be!!!!!!

Following is a summary of prophetic words, which should help to understand, how much and clear our King and Messiah Jesus has been speaking to His Body on this Issue, the following article was sent to me, as we talked and prayed during the one wee I stayed at his place in Jerusalem:

New Madrid Divide
Prophecies – Dan Bohler,
Timothy Snodgrass, Leslie Johnson, Mohan Lazarus,
Elane Durham

By Meranda Devan
This post is an article that was found on a foreign website which talks about a Prophecy Club video produced by Stan Johnson discussing different prophetic voices who have seen the New Madrid land divide in America.

You can buy this dvd at the Prophecy Club
I copied in the post, omitting a few lines ... (You can see the original post here)

There are two mentions which catch my attention.

**A Warning Quake** In the notes below, Dan Bohler reveals a warning quake before the nation is split down the middle. I vaguely remember other prophetic voices confirming this same thing. I just cannot recall where.

**Jerusalem Being Divided** is the center of the land-divide discussions right now. It shows that Timothy Snodgrass heard correctly!

This is much more serious than many of us know. I would love to research these prophetic voices mentioned in the video.

(동영상) 미국 Prophecy Club: 미국의 멸망 / 2014년 3월 (Part 7)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zE1Po4itn0o

(Stan Johnson from Prophecy Club)
Dan Bohler, another speaker at the Prophecy Club, he spoke November 1997, made a DVD called coming judgment on America. In that DVD he says and I quote the Lord spoke to me and said,

“What you have just heard is the platelets of the earth shifting in the central part of the United States. There will be mercy before this judgment earthquake. When this happens, you will know that the earthquake you prophesied will, (listen to this!), split this nation (America).”
That’s number two.

“This earthquake you prophesied will split this nation right down the middle. If they split Jerusalem, it will happen just as I’ve told you.”

[Slide: Timothy Snodgrass (1) (November 20, 2001)

Timothy Snodgrass, November 20th 2001, he said God spoke to him and said

“God will divide the United States along the New Madrid Fault, if the USA divides Israel, America will be ripped in half”:

He received a vision of America being ripped in half like a veil from east to west and he saw the Holy Spirit speak to him and said “If America wishes to divide Jerusalem in half, America shall be divided in half.”
That’s another one.

He goes on to say, I saw a major earthquake along the New Madrid Fault Line which literally divided America in half from east to west, creating a new gulf which stretched from the Great Lakes in the north to the Gulf of Mexico in the south.

He received another vision of a great earthquake centered in the 9.0 range – centered on the U.S. West Coast.

So now we have 3 people that have seen America split in two.
I was sent another Youtube video by one of the congregation members. And it shows this guy says, I was shown a vision in which an angel showed me that the United States would turn against Israel and force Israel to split Jerusalem, giving the Palestinians a state.

He saw a map of the United States and the angel with a long sword stabbed the center of the map saying, “You split my land now I will split yours!”
That’s the fourth person.

This is what he said he saw. Now that’s a pretty wide split there in the middle. That’s all water.

I don’t think it’s gonna be that bad, but nevertheless that’s what he was shown.
Then Prophet Leslie right here in this church. We used to have a big map taped right over there.

The United States map over there and then a world map taped over here.

One morning she was praying over that map and all of a sudden a vision started and God showed her that the Great Lakes are gonna open up down to Tupelo, Mississippi and she wasn’t certain, but she said it might have been all the way to the Gulf of Mexico.

So, that’s the fifth person.
Elane Durham, October 22 of 1976, died for an hour and had an out of body experience as several speakers at the Prophecy Club have.

She said “As the angel pointed in front of me, a wide view of the land and the water opened up, so that at first I thought I was seeing two countries. Instantly, it was made known to me that I was looking at a vastly changed portion of North America, which was completely divided by a large body of water, and which had lost a large part of both eastern and western shorelines. I was
informed that this might or might not come to pass according to our choices as a people.”

We know what the choices are. [splitting Israel?]

Here’s the problem. Will Israel be split? I’ll show you the verse.

She went on to say “The area of water in the middle of the United States was massive. It was so wide and so expansive, that there were no Great Lakes, as I had known them. That all come together as one huge sea that extended northward unto the ocean. The inland sea also extended southward filling most of the Mississippi and Missouri river valleys and widening many, many miles of the Mississippi River where it flows into what we know as the Gulf of Mexico. This sea was so vast that I knew it could not be bridged and so in essence the United States had become as two separate countries.”

Wow, so that’s the sixth person that has seen America split.
Do we have enough evidence to say that God has spoken? I believe we do.

[Slide: 6 people say the USA will split]

Six people say the United States is split:

Shane Warren, Dan Bohler, Timothy Snodgrass, Leslie Johnson and they all saw that it’s associated with the split of Israel. (3 because America splits Israel. Leslie says PA State)

And Augusto Perez and Elane Durham.
Augusto Perez, of The Appearance Ministries, received the following prophetic vision for America on July 3 2016.

“The burden of the LORD came upon me on Sunday night July 3rd, the day after we got back home from a mission trip. On the next day Fourth of July, I was still under a very heavy burden the whole day. As I was quietly sitting at my desk trying to do some work, the Holy Spirit would not leave me alone. It became so intense that I knew that I had to get up and go to my prayer closet immediately to meet with the LORD. I began to travail before the LORD with groans and moans while I was praying in my prayer language. His Presence grew so strong as I have felt at other times when He really wanted me to go get alone with Him and intercede. I continued to pray for a while until the burden lifted.

After the burden of the LORD had lifted, I continued to pray on my face when I saw a vision of a large angel of the LORD with a large sword and he plunged it into the heartland of America.
As he did, blood started coming out from the ground where his sword had been plunged into. After I saw this vision, my travailing prayer grew more intense as I began to plead with the LORD regarding what He had just shown me. I felt much grief and sadness in my spirit while this was going on. Even now, I am still grieving and great sadness fills my spirit. As I continued to pray, then I heard the voice of the LORD say to me: “THERE IS NO MORE TIME, MY SON”.

"INDIANA QUAKE, AND THE FAULT LINE RIGHT BELOW IT, NEW MADRID!"

Prophetic Dream
Cyrene Watts

“Indiana quake, and the fault line right below it, NEW MADRID!” – A Prophetic Dream

Given To Cyrene Watts
Obama will be a part of signing the peace treaty – Benjamin Faircloth
"A great earthquake happens. The U.S. is split in two almost perfectly down the middle of the nation"

KIM VALES WEIR

“The U.S. is split in two almost perfectly down the middle of the nation” Part 2 – Kim Vales Weir’s 3 Day Vision
Omer to usher in a Palestinian state – Leslie Johnson
Prophecies With Israel’s Land Divide And The New Madrid Location

- New Madrid splits open with epicenter in Chicago, major earthquakes following in NYC and LA- Lindy Snow Pierce
- “Obama will be a part of signing the peace treaty and Benjamin Netanyahu will rebuild the temple.”- A Word Given To Benjamin Faircloth
- 7 Prophetic Voices See America Split At The New Madrid Fault When ...
  - if they divide my land, I will divide their nation ” – New Madrid Divide ...
- "Indiana quake, and the fault line right below it, NEW MADRID!“
- "I saw a vision of a large angel of the LORD with a large sword and he ...
- “Your betrayal of Israel will bring about destruction,” – A Word To ...
- ANOTHER Fingerprint Of The Judgement God? The Cornerstone Of ...
- Obama “strongly condemned” New Jewish Settlement In The West ...
- 10 Events Coming To America -Shari Straight
- The U.S. is split in two almost perfectly down the middle of the nation” Kim Vales Weir
God’s Hand Seen In Judgement– Dividing Israel

- A List Of Disasters Relating To Dividing The Land Of Israel
- France, America, Germany, China, Russia ALL See Historic Flooding …
- Can You CURSE Yourself By Your Hatred Of Israel? – Why God?
- Could The Disasters Prophetically Warned About In 2015 Been Delayed (Obama NOT dividing the land)…
- Were The Prophets Wrong Or Was A DISASTER PAUSE Button Hit In …
- ANOTHER Fingerprint Of The Judgement God? The Cornerstone Of …

Israel 2 State Solution Land Divide PROPHECIES

- “Open war is coming against Israel” A Word for Rosh HaShannah .
- *California, California, California,* “Your betrayal of Israel will bring about destruction,” –Julie Whedbee
• 7 Prophetic Voices See America Split At The New Madrid Fault When ...
• “Much of the West Coast just wasn’t there, It had disappeared into the ...
• “Omer to usher in a Palestinian state” Prophetic Dreams Given To ...
• “The state of California and the land just east of it had split off from the ...
• 3 Volcanoes Go Off On The West Coast, And Then 2 Years After We ...
• A Summary Of 18 Prophecies Coming To America – Cyrene Watts
• The U.S. is split in two almost perfectly down the middle of the nation ...
• “I saw three missiles launched at us in rapid succession” 10 Events ...
• “Indiana quake, and the fault line right below it, NEW MADRID!” – A ...
• Rebecca N Barnes’s Vision Of An Asteroid Hitting France – Why God?
• “Your betrayal of Israel will bring about destruction,” – A Word To ...
• if they divide my land, I will divide their nation ” – New Madrid Divide ...
• The U.S. is split in two almost perfectly down the middle of the nation ...
• ‘Falling Star’ Hits West USA Followed by Two Earthquakes- Kim Vales ...
• The Regathering Of The Lost Tribes Of Israel- A Prophetic Dream ...
• “I saw a vision of a large angel of the LORD with a large sword and he ...

**Israel 2 State Solution Articles**

• TRUMP -“I would love to be the one who made peace with Israel and the ...
• John Bolton Warns That Obama May Divide The Land Of Israel At The ...
• U.S. Anger At Israel Could Result In A UN Security Council Resolution ...
• What Will Happen If We Divide The Land Of Israel?
• UN Rejects Israel’s Claim To The Golan Heights As Top Rabbis Await ...
• Barack Obama To Divide The Land Of Israel – The Most Important News
• Will The Discovery Of Huge Amounts Of Oil In Israel Lead To War In ...
• Why “Land For Peace” In Israel Isn’t The Answer – Why God?
• The Biggest Supermoon Since Israel Became A Nation In 1948 Will ...
• Why We Are Still In ‘The Danger Zone’ Until January 20th, 2017 ...
• The New York Times Calls For Obama To Support A UN Resolution ...
• The UNESCO Vote That Decides If The Temple Mount Is Jewish Or ...
• Could We Be Seeing Warning Signs Of Israel Being Divided Soon?
- Something Else Coming In September: A UN Resolution Establishing ...
- How Believers Of Yeshua Jesus Will Return To ISRAEL – Why God?
- War Is Coming, The Whole World Knows It Except The People Of The ...
- Major Earthquake Warning Along The New Madrid Fault – Why God?
- The New Madrid Fault Area Would Produce Earthquakes 20 Times ...
- Pipe Lines Over The Madrid Area – Why God?
- Was The ‘Circle Of Fire’ In The Sky Over Jerusalem Just Before Rosh ...
- Scandal: Obama Caught Spying On Israel, Benjamin Netanyahu And ...

**Israel’s Land Divide And Connections To France**

- “Omer to usher in a Palestinian state” Prophetic Dreams Given To Leslie Johnson
- *Rebecca N Barnes’s Vision Of An Asteroid Hitting France – Why God?*
- France, America, Germany, China, Russia ALL See Historic Floodin